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It was a brief, but momentous ceremony Tuesday at which Michael Kohler, CEO of Silent Yachts, builders of the world's ﬁrst fully solar sustainable yacht exclusively
powered by solar energy, was presented with the 2018 Global Warming Foundation Award.
The presentation made by the foundations founder Peter Ticktin was a highlight of festivities surrounding the yacht at the Boca Raton Resort & Clubwhere it was on
display for several days following its debut at the Palm Beach International Boat Show.
"We need your wonderful achievement and many others to ﬁx the increasing problem of global warming that's such a looming danger to our planet," said Ticktin.
"I accept this prestigious award in humble recognition that we are leading the way to the future of yachting and that future will be powered by solar energy," said Kohler.
About Silent Yachts
Silent Yachts (SilentYachts.us) are the ﬁrst and only oceangoing production yachts in the world that are fully solar sustainable and exclusively powered by solar
energy.It is their philosophy to oﬀer eco conscious consumers the best in Yachts.
"Silent Propulsion System," is created by Michael and Heike Kohler whose award-winning innovative sustainable craft are nominated for Multihull of the Year 2018 and
The Global Warming Foundation Award of Excellence presented by the founder himself, Peter Ticktin.
About Global Warming Foundation
The Global Warming Foundation’s(http://www.theglobalwarmingfoundation.org/ (https://dietarysupplementnews.us14.list-manage.com/track/click?
u=f5c6cd1380e669edd82ee7065&id=86e9b3096b&e=ab35564910)) mission is to educate the world about the environmental and economic threats posed by climate
change. Their goal is to monitor the changing weather patterns around the world in order to help in any way that the propagation of information may help anyone
whether they are looking for a global solution or personal survival. Peter Ticktin is the founder and statement is: “No doubt, the average world temperature has been
increasing. That meansthere is more and more energy in our atmosphere. This is why we see more eﬀects of that energy. The time is coming when this problem will
need to be addressed by geo-engineering. The ways of the past required us to spend and reduce the viability of our economy for the sake of reduction of burning fossil
fuels. Now we need to prosper economically in order to perform the miracles we are going to need to pull oﬀ. It takes money to re-build infrastructure.
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